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Abstract—Small-Signal Stability (SSS) is crucial for the control
of power grids. However, False Data Injection (FDI) attacks
against SSS can impact the grid’s stability, hence, the security of
SSS needs to be studied. This paper proposes a formal method
of synthesizing FDI attack vectors (i.e., a set of measurements
to be altered) that can destabilize power systems. We formulate
an FDI attack as an optimization problem using AC power flow,
SSS model, and stability constraints. The attacker’s capability is
modeled as the accessibility to a limited set of measurements.
The solution of the proposed FDI attack model provides a
destabilizing attack vector if exists. We implement the proposed
mechanism and evaluate its performance by conducting several
case studies using the WSCC 3-machine 9-bus system. The
case study results showed that the possibility of random FDIs
(i.e., with no knowledge of the power system) in launching a
destabilizing attack is too low to be successful. However, an
intelligent attacker can leverage the grid’s knowledge to make the
system unstable, even with limited access to the measurements.

Index Terms—Small-signal stability, power flow, false data
injection, attack analysis, formal modeling.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the fast-growing cyber world of complex adaptive
systems and the internet, False Data Injection (FDI) attacks
are becoming one of the most challenging issues [1]. In 2015,
there was an FDI attack on the breakers of Ukrainian power
grids that caused a power outage for more than 200 thousand
customers for several hours [2]. FDI attacks can be detrimental
to equipment as well. For example, a test carried out by
manipulating a diesel generator’s circuit breaker demonstrated
damage to physical components of the electric power grids
[3], [4]. FDI attacks can also lead the system operators to
take control actions that may jeopardize the operation of the
power grids. FDI attack was first brought up by Liu et al. in
the smart grid domain [5]. Although it may sound common,
it particularly means that an attacker stealthy infuses some
wrong data into the meter measurements to make the state
estimation outputs in the smart grid wrong [6]. This attack is
launched in such a way that the bad data detection module of
the power grid control center may not detect it.

Stability analysis of power grids is of great importance
due to the severe outage problem resulting from losing the
stable working region. Small-Signal Stability (SSS) analysis
is used to determine the power system’s capacity to stay in
synchronism when a small disturbance occurs in the system.
Small-signal oscillations in a synchronous generator have been
a matter of concern as discussed in several studies [7]. In large
interconnected power systems, especially the ones connected

through long transmission lines, the SSS issue might threaten
the security of the system due to the oscillation among the
synchronous generators [8]. Eigenvalue analysis methods are
widely used for the small-signal analysis of power grids
[9]. Instability occurs when a pair of complex conjugate
eigenvalues or a real eigenvalue fall in the right half of the
S-plane.

We identify and review relevant existing work from
literature in two categories: the first focuses on SSS and
power flow/Optimal Power Flow (OPF) while the other focuses
on FDI attacks in power grids. In [10], an approach for
rescheduling generating units in OPF is proposed which
considers SSS constraints of the power system. Generating
units are rescheduled if there are any unstable modes in the
rotor angles of the generators. In [11], a stochastic OPF is
proposed with voltage stability and SSS constraints. In [12],
an eigenvalue optimization-based semi-definite programming
model is proposed for SSS constrained OPF. A sequential
quadratic programming approach combined with gradient
sampling for SSS constrained OPF is proposed in [13].

A redispatching method is presented in [14], which gives the
optimal preventive control actions ensuring a given security
level of SSS. However, this work does not consider the
possibility of launching a stealthy FDI attack. In [15], the
authors analyze specific closed-loop, dynamic load altering
attacks against power system stability. The analysis follows
a mathematical model considering that the attacker controls
the changes in the attacked loads based on the feedback
from the power system’s frequency. This study considers the
DC power flow, which often cannot provide accurate results.
In [16], the authors consider the distributed load sharing of
autonomous microgrids under FDI attacks, defining the stable
region for operating microgrids. However, such analysis at the
bulk power level with consideration of synchronous generators
is lacking in the literature. The authors in [17] propose a
resilient control strategy for load frequency control, where they
introduce a defense layer capable of detecting and mitigating
FDI attacks on power grids. Brown et al. in [18] study the
possibility of cyber-physical attacks in creating instability in
the power grid; however, the adopted method does not yield
an optimal attack vector. In [19], the impacts of FDI attacks
on local/master controllers by compromising communication
links are analyzed, and subsequently, a cyber-attack resilient
distributed control strategy is proposed in which all the
participants can jointly detect and isolate corrupted links.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no work reported in
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the literature considering FDI attacks on load measurements
and SSS analysis of power systems using an AC OPF
framework. In this context, this paper aims at studying the
feasibility of launching FDI attacks on the power system
against small-signal stability. More importantly, unlike existing
works, our formal model can be solved to automatically
synthesize potential FDI attack vectors that lead to the
system’s instability.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we formulate the SSS model of the power system. In
Section III we provide the FDI attack as an AC OPF problem
with SSS as the constraints. In Section IV, we provide case
studies to assess an FDI attack success considering different
levels of the attacker’s access to the measurements as well as
knowledge of the power system. We conclude the paper in
Section V.

II. SMALL-SIGNAL STABILITY MODEL

In this section, we present the formal model of SSS.

A. Small-Signal Stability of a Dynamic System

Dynamics of a power system can be represented by the
following generic Differential-Algebraic Equation (DAE),

ẋ = FD(x,y) , (1)

0 = FA(x,y), (2)

where x is the state variable vector, and y is the vector of non-
state variables. For small-signal model, linearized form of (1)
is used, which can be written as,[

∆ẋ
0

]
=

[
Ã B̃
C̃ D̃

] [
∆x
∆y

]
. (3)

Eliminating ∆y from (3), we obtain,

∆ẋ = A∆ x, (4)

A = Ã− B̃ D̃
−1

C̃, (5)

where A is the state matrix. For SSS analysis, eigenvalues of
A are computed as,

Aφ = λφ, (6)

where φ is normalized right eigenvector and λ is a set of
eigenvalues corresponding to φ. For a dynamic system to
be small-signal unstable, at least one eigenvalue must lie on
positive half-plane, i.e.,

Real(λ) > 0. (7)

B. Power System Small-Signal Model

Consider g is the set of generator buses including the
slack bus, and l is the set of load buses including zero-
injection buses. Assume n(= g ∪ l) is set of all buses, and
g′ represents set of generator buses except the slack bus on
the power network. Assume m is alias of n. ng is the number
of generators. Let j =

√
−1. Define complex net power

injection, net current injection, and bus voltage vectors as

−→
Sn = Pn + jQn,

−→
In = Irn + j Iin, and

−→
Vn = Vr

n + j Vi
n. For

small-signal analysis purpose, a linearized power grid model
around an operating point (

−→
I0g ,
−→
V0

g ,
−→
V0

l ) is used, which can be
written as, [

∆Ig
0

]
=

[
Y1 Y2

Y3 Y′4

] [
∆Vg

∆Vl

]
, (8)

where ∆Ig = [∆Ir1,∆Ii1, ..,∆Irg,∆Iig]T is the vector of
real and imaginary components of incremental injection
currents

−−→
∆Ig at generator buses, ∆Vg is the vector of real

and imaginary components of incremental voltage
−−→
∆Vg at

generator buses, and ∆Vl is the vector of real and imaginary
components of incremental voltage

−−→
∆Vl at load buses. The

sub-matrices Y1, Y2, and Y3 are extracted from the bus
admittance matrix Y written as,

Y =

Y11 · · · Y1n

...
. . .

...
Yn1 · · · Ynn

 (9)

where Ynm =
[Gnm −Bnm

Bnm Gnm

]
in which Gnm and Bnm are

the real and imaginary components of the line admittance
between buses n and m, respectively. Y′4 is obtained by adding
load admittance on diagonal of matrix Y4, and Y4 is also
extracted from Y,

Y′4nn
=

[
Gnn +GLn

−Bnn +BLn

Bnn −BLn
Gnn +GLn

]
(10)

where GLn
and BLn

are the real and imaginary components
of the load impedance at the bus n.

Synchronous generators are modeled using classical
representation [20]. The DAE that describes generators are
linearized as following,

∆ẋ = Ag ∆x + Bg ∆Vg , (11)

∆Ig = Cg ∆x + Dg ∆Vg , (12)

where ∆x = [∆δ1 ∆ω1, · · · ,∆δng
∆ωng

]T is the vector of
the state variables of power system. The details of matrices
Ag , Bg , Cg , and Dg are provided in the Appendix and further
details in [21]. We can obtain the following constituting
matrices of the state matrix A [21],

Ã = AG, B̃ = [BG 0], C̃ =

[
−CG

0

]
,

D̃ =

[
Y1 − DG Y2

Y3 Y′4

]
. (13)

III. FALSE DATA INJECTION ATTACK MODEL

We model the FDI attack as an AC OPF problem with
SSS model as the constraints. In this paper we assume
that the attacker is able to inject false data into load
measurements only. Let us define an attack vector as

−→
Sa
l ,

which is the compromise (change) made by the attacker on
load information (measurement or forecast). Let’s consider an
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attack of
−→
Sa
l , changes the generator setpoints as

−→
Av , where−→

Av = [
−→
Pa

g

−→
Va

g ]T . The FDI attack can be modelled as,

Min: f(
−→
Av) (14)

subject to:
−→
In = Y

−→
Vn, (15)

diag
(−→

Sg +
−→
Sa
g

)
= diag

(−→
Vg +

−→
Va

g

)
diag

(−→
Ig
∗)
, (16)

diag
(−→

Sl +
−→
Sa
l

)
= diag

(−→
Vl

)
diag

(−→
Il
∗)
, (17)

Vn ≤ |
−→
Vn| ≤ Vn, (18)

constraints (5)-(8), (10)-(13)
−→
I0g =

−→
Ig , (19)

−→
V0

g =
−→
Vg, (20)

−→
V0

l =
−→
Vl, (21)

where Vn and Vn are the minimum/maximum acceptable
nodal voltage magnitudes, and diag( ) results in a diagonal
matrix. Equation (15) represents load flow equations in terms
of current injection, Equation (16) and (17) represent modeling
of generation and load powers, respectively. Equation (18)
ensures voltage bounds. Constraints (5)-(8),(10)-(13) are SSS
constraints. Constraints (19)-(21) provides an operating point
for small-signal model.

IV. CASE STUDIES

The proposed method is applied to the WSCC 3-machine
9-bus, which is a test system usually used for small-
signal stability analysis. WSCC system has three loads and
three generators, as shown in Fig. 1 and Table I. The
nonlinear equations of this study are implemented in Julia
for Mathematical Programming (JuMP), which is a domain-
specific modeling language for mathematical optimization
embedded in Julia [22]. Also, Interior Point Optimizer (Ipopt)
is used as the Nonlinear Programming (NLP) solver in these
case studies [23]. We consider the following case studies:

1) Initial Stability Analysis (C1): The evaluation of
the proposed mechanism starts with implementing a case

Fig. 1. WSCC 9-bus system used for case studies [20].

TABLE I
LOAD DATA AND GENERATOR SETPOINTS FOR WSCC 3-MACHINE 9-BUS

SYSTEM [20].

Load Generator

Label PL QL Label Psp Vsp

(MW) (MVAr) (MW) (pu)
L1 125 50 G1 - 1.040
L2 90 30 G2 163 1.025
L3 100 350 G3 85 1.025

study (C1) to ensure that the power system is stable with
the scheduled generation setpoints and loads. As shown in
Table II, eigenvalues are either zero or negative; thus, the
system is initially stable. A destabilizing attack vector will
be considered as successful if the system becomes unstable
after the attack.

2) Success Probability of Fully Random Attacks on
Load Measurements (C2): In this case study, we assess the
possibility of launching a successful attack if the attacker
doesn’t have any knowledge about the power system and
only has access to load measurements to launch the attack.
In order to implement this scenario, we launch 7,500 uniform
random attack vectors of

−→
Sa
l , and observe the impacts on SSS

of the system. The distribution of
−→
Sa
l is shown in Fig. 2.

Among 7,500 uniform random attacks, we obtain only a single
successful attack that makes the system unstable. This clearly
shows that the success rate of launching a destabilizing attack
on the power system is very low (≈ 0.013%), if the attacker
doesn’t have enough knowledge about the network and how
the power grid operates. Eigenvalues of the successful random
attack are listed in Table II. Fig. 4 depicts the magnitude of
compromise the attacker has to make on

−→
Sa
l for a successful

attack, which shows for a random successful attack large
changes on the load measurements are needed.

3) Attack with Full Knowledge and Full Access
to Load Measurements (C3): In this case study, we
assume that the attacker has full knowledge of the power
system (network topology, transmission line impedances, and
generator parameters) as well as access to all the load
measurements to launch an attack.

4) Attack with Full Knowledge but Limited Access to
Load Measurements (C4): In this case, we implement the
attack assuming that the attacker has limited access to load
measurements. We study three distinct scenarios:
• C4.1: The attacker can compromise only two of the load

measurements (L1 andL3).
• C4.2: The attacker can access only one of the load

TABLE II
EIGENVALUES OF CASE STUDIES C1 AND C2.

Case-C1 Case-C2

λ

-0.077 + j0.000 -3.404 + j0.000
-0.074 ± j5.826 -0.076 ± j7.546
-0.020 ± j4.247 -0.005 + j0.000
0.000 + j0.000 0.000 + j0.000

3.296 + j0.000
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Fig. 2. Distribution of random attacks on active and reactive load
measurements in C2.

measurements (L1).
• C4.3: The attacker can inject false data into the active

power measurements only.
Comparing results of C2 and C3 in Fig. 3(a), it is interesting

to note that knowledge of power system can substantially
minimize the attack vector to make the system unstable. This
is very crucial as the change in the load measurements may
not be noticeable to the system operations in many cases,
which makes it easier for the attacker to successfully execute
the attack. Comparing the results, it can also be seen that
the attacker may launch a smaller attack on active power
loads compared to reactive power; thus, system operators
may need to pay attention to expected reactive power loads
on the network as well, otherwise, the attack goes stealthy.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Attack values (a) Pa
L and (b) Qa

L for different case studies.

Based on C4, we can observe that attacking only a few
load measurements is sufficient for the attacker to make the
system unstable if the attacker is knowledgeable about network
parameters and power system operation practices.

Additionally, as the results of case studies C3 and C4
shows, a successful attack vector is larger when more number
of measurements are compromised. This is because of the
problem’s NLP nature and that the solutions obtained are
trapped at a local minimum. If the proposed models are able
to be convexified, then we expect to see trivial results that a
smaller attack would make the system unstable if more number
of measurements are attacked. Another possible reason is that
since we do not include load attack term

−→
Sa
l in the objective

function, rather we minimize a function based on the change
in generators’ setpoints

−→
Av due to a load attack, the AC OPF

finds minimal values in terms of generators’ setpoint changes.
It can be confirmed from Fig. 4(b), Fig. 4(a), and Fig. 5 that
the optimizer achieves the same values of

−→
Av and objective

functions for cases C3 and C4. As we mentioned before,
these solutions correspond to a local minimum, given the NLP
nature of the problem.

Fig. 6 shows that the eigenvalues for case studies C3 and
C4 are the same. This is also due to the same solution obtained
in terms of

−→
Av , although the other variables at load buses are

different.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we studied the feasibility of launching a
destabilizing FDI attack on the power system in terms of
small-signal stability. We used the AC power flow in our study

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Changes of generator setpoint values (a) Va
G and (b) Pa

G due to FDI
attacks on load measurements for different case studies.
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Fig. 5. Objective function (OF) values for case studies.

Fig. 6. Eigenvalue placement for case studies C3 and C4.

and considered the classical model to implement synchronous
generator behaviors in the system. Due to the nonlinearity
of the study, we used a Nonlinear Programming (NLP) and
optimization solver and proposed a mechanism to find the
destabilizing attack vector. We conducted several experiments
with different levels of attacker’s knowledge about the
power system was implemented on a 9-bus system and the
results showed the proposed mechanism’s effectiveness. For
example, while the success rate of a random attack is very
low (≈ 0.013%), our mechanism can synthesize minimal
successful attack vectors. The future work includes finding a
methodology to the feasibility of destabilizing FDI attacks on
large scale power with a more detailed order of synchronous
generators as well as designing proper defense methods against
these attacks.
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APPENDIX

Agi =

[
0 ωs

0 −Di

2Hi

]

Bgi =

[
0 0

0
−E′

i

2Hi

] [
−Rai

Xqi

−Xqi −Rai

]−1 [
sin δ0i −cos δ0i
cos δ0i sin δ0i

]

Cgi =

[
sin δ0i −cos δ0i
cos δ0i sin δ0i

]T ([−Rai
Xqi

−Xqi −Rai

]−1
[
Vq0i 0

−Vd0i
0

]
−
[
Iq0i 0

−Id0i
0

])

Dgi =

[
sin δ0i −cos δ0i
cos δ0i sin δ0i

]T [−Rai
Xqi

−Xqi −Rai

]−1
[

sin δ0i −cos δ0i
cos δ0i sin δ0i

]
AG = diag

(
Ag1, · · · ,Agng

)
, BG = diag

(
Bg1, · · · ,Bgng

)
,

CG = diag
(
Cg1, · · · ,Cgng

)
, DG = diag

(
Dg1, · · · ,Dgng

)
.


